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JESUS… A LIFE OF FAITH?
I recently had the privilege of attending and
speaking at a camp for young people in
Brisbane. It was run by the Anglican youth
department, who asked me to lead them in
a number of discussions on Jesus’ Sermon
on the Mount. I was delighted as this is one
of Jesus most memorable and challenging
teaching moments (and there are many!).
I am always pleased to find young people
who are interested in the personality that
dominates the gospels. Speaking to them
reminded me of just how astonishing the
costly life and teaching of Jesus really is.
It was while I was considering this
magnificent sermon that it dawned on me
that so much of the logic of Jesus teaching
is firmly based on…faith. Though we may be
tempted to suggest that this sermon is
about rules, at its core it is really about
encouraging confidence in God: faith. God is
described, not just as a ‘father’ but as a
‘good father’. God is the source of blessing
for the poor, persecuted, and marginalised.
God is also depicted as trustworthy and as
moved by our secret acts of devotion: the
one who sees us. It is from this foundation,
a good God whom we can trust, that the
sermon begins to outline a life of faithful
response.
There are a number of characteristics of this
faith. However, as I read the sermon this

time around, it was the call to ‘love your
enemies’ that stood out to me. Have you
ever thought hard about this? Jesus asks us
to love those who persecute, ignore, and
hate us. If we are to take this seriously, we
are compelled to accept that there must be
some greater motive in life than selfpreservation. This is a dangerous, costly,
sacrificial practice. If life is all about survival
then Jesus words are not good advice. If life
is all about finding a strategy that ‘works’
then this is not a good idea.
However, both the teaching of Jesus and the
radical life he led suggest that there is more
at stake than survival in following the Jesus
faith. Life and faith are about imitating a
God who is not self-preserving, but
sacrificial. While we may not find this to be
comfortable, the message of the Gospel is
that this is what the God of the universe is
like. God serves others even when it costs.
I find this to be the essence of faith in Jesus.
It is about asking ourselves the question:
What is God like? If this is most clearly
answered in the teaching, life, death, and
resurrection of Jesus, then it makes sense
that we would begin the pilgrimage of
learning to follow him. This just may be the
way of faith.
Mark Beresford is the new staff worker for
SCM ANU.

We have to admit, first to ourselves and then, very
humbly, to one another, that we live in the heart of
a dark mystery, which we can still only begin to
describe by allegory and legend or the sterile and
incomplete formulae of physical science.
Morris West, A View from the Ridge, (Harper Collins, 1996) p.9

We dare not give in to that terrible temptation to
pin God down, to think we have [God] figured out.
Photo: Emilie Traeger

Marva Dawn, Truly the Community: Romans 12 and How to Be the Church,
(Eerdmans, 1998) p.98
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DREAMING SHALOM
enchanted flickering of hurricane lamps. As
my language improved, I was expected to
take my turn, sharing stories of my people,
our culture and our customs. I chose
anecdotes carefully at first, concerned that
stories of freedom and wealth might
generate discontent. I needn’t
have worried. ‘Tell us’, the
women would urge, ‘Tell us
how your people arrange
marriages.’
And
they
would listen,
intrigued, to
the betrothal
history of one
or the other
of my friends.
The
story
over,
the
women would
disperse,
laughing:
‘She expects
us to believe
How might our lives show the world how much it is cherished? that boys choose their
How might we learn to dream again?
brides and girls their
husbands! Ridiculous.
to dream again? I suspect it has a lot to do
That could never work.’ An older friend
with prayer
would reassure me, ‘Never mind, dear. You
What did you pray for when you last prayed,
tell a good story anyway.’
Our Father, who art in heaven. Hallowed be
Men asked, ‘Do people keep animals in your
your name. Your kingdom come. Your will be
country? How many cows would a farmer
done, on earth as it is in heaven? What
have?’ ‘No, not a warlord or a king, an
future did you anticipate? Did you, do we,
ordinary farmer, like us.’ Either Australian
pray in faith? How assured are we of things
society was comprised of warlords and kings
hoped for? How convicted of things not yet
or I didn’t know what I was talking about.
seen (Hebrews 11.1)? Are we prepared to
Having lived all their lives in one world, it
commit ourselves and stake our futures on
was difficult to imagine another.
the world becoming all God wants it to be?
Immersed in village life, I sometimes found
Can we reasonably pray for and live toward
it hard to believe in Australia myself. Did
such an ‘improbable’ vision? Reasonable or
refrigeration, sewage, green gardens, and
not, Jesus teaches us to pray for just that.
safe water in taps exist anywhere? Was
Probable or not, we are to seek the Kingdom
there really a place in which childbirth was
first.
safe
and parents confident enough to name
When
When imagination stumbles
their children at birth, not 40 days later?
When I lived in an Afghan village, I loved
Were there societies in which people took
listening to folk tales narrated by the
education for granted, health care was
We know that God gives life to the dead and
calls into being things that do not exist
(Romans 4.24). We know that God’s Spirit is
with us. We know that God loves the world
God created, is committed to it and still very
much involved. We know all this. And yet…
Looking at the world, it is hard not
to despair. There is so much
suffering, much of it unnecessary,
that I sometimes struggle to see
evidence of God’s love. Not only
that, but I’m involved in a lot of
what is wrong with the world. I am
guilty, and I also feel helpless and
powerless. The forces pushing
things from bad to worse are so
overwhelming,
pervasive,
and
insidious that the chance of
anything I do making a difference
seem negligible.
How then should I live? How might
our lives show the world how much
it is cherished? How might we learn
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reliable, and families visited in the evenings,
communities’ awakens hope and enables
travelling home without fear? When mail
them to devise practical strategies that, God
arrived from home, reading my letters was
willing, might enable them to approach their
like reading fiction, following the lives of
dreamt-of futures.
characters I knew and loved,
The Lord’s prayer invites
but who were insubstantial
If we were to abandon hope
us to engage in a similar
somehow, not quite real.
and adapt to the world as it is, process. Biblical images
Living in rural Afghanistan,
of Shalom have the
the wounds of humanity
urban Australia was difficult to
potential to nourish our
wouldn’t hurt us as much as
imagine. Back in Australia,
imaginations and ground
they do. Resignation and
village life seemed just as
our hope. Unfortunately,
adaptation, however, are not
unreal. Provided I kept these
these visions are often
silenced
by
twowhat Jesus calls us to.
dimensional apocalyptic
theologies, which reduce prophecy to
prediction and limit its fulfilment to two
cosmic events: the coming of Christ and the
end of the world. Prophets did predict the
future and anticipate the coming Messiah.
Such predictions, however, were only part of
their mission to re-establish the way of
Yahweh in their societies. To this end,
prophets exposed corporate sinfulness and
worlds separate, the disparity between them
exhorted repentance and reformation. Their
didn’t cause me much pain: it was just how
impressionistic,
metaphorical
visions
things were. If we were to abandon hope
provided neither prescriptions for change
and adapt to the world as it is, the wounds
nor blueprints for action: they evoked
of humanity wouldn’t hurt us as much as
Shalom. The prophets reminded Israel what
they do. Resignation and adaptation,
justice and righteousness looked like, and
however, are not what Jesus calls us to.
what it meant to be the people of God.
Following Jesus means embodying the
Pathways to Shalom
tension between present realities and the
The visions of Hebrew Scripture’s prophets,
promises of God. It involves comparing what
Jesus, John, and Martin Luther King inspire
is with what could and should be; embracing
me. I am occasionally encouraged by
the pain; grieving with all who perpetrate or
shadows of Shalom, or traces of the
suffer injustice; and, nurturing SpiritKingdom, which seep through the cracks or
inspired dreams which anticipate the shape
peek around the edges of present reality in
of things to come. Following Jesus means
unexpected places. Even so, my imagination
living lives that participate in and testify to
continues to stumble over deep cultural
the transformation of the world God loves.
assumptions that are incompatible with the
Prayer, Prophecy and Imagination

Community development practitioners
often ask people to draw their
communities as they are and as they
would like them to be. When they draw
their present situations, villagers
discern new possibilities for change.
I m a g i ni n g a nd d r aw i n g ‘ i d e al
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Gospel: I still struggle to believe in and live
out the promises of God. I drew this
‘community development diagram’ to
remind me of God’s invitation to participate
in God’s Dreaming.

pervade both sides. You can’t hide from the
harsh reality of the barren lands, but things
are equally desperate in the green places –
we just spend more on camouflage and
public relations, on fortifying ourselves in
larger and lonelier houses,
on distracting ourselves by
‘getting away from’ the
Justice
lifestyles we’ve trapped
ourselves within.
Love
The diagram has two
arrows. Injustice happens
whenever
non-love
(it
doesn’t have to be hate,
indifference or ignorance
are quite strong enough)
uses power to maintain the
boundary between ‘the
haves’ and ‘the have-nots’.
Injustice happens whenever
resources,
skills
and
opportunities are denied to
the poor and given to the
rich. The tools injustice uses
serve some better than others: education,
information, health care, legal systems and
institutions, economics, trade, dreams...
Injustice is often unintentional. It can be
very subtle.
Peace

Injustice
NonNon-Love
NonNon-Peace

My diagram has two pictures: a picture of
injustice and a picture of Shalom. The
picture of Shalom summarises biblical
images of the future of God. People rest
beneath their own vines and fig trees. They
live in houses they built themselves and eat
Shalom, on the other hand, is created by
the fruits of their own labour. Everyone has
love. Shalom can never be built by coercion
enough; no-one has too much. There is
or domination. Love’s power is the power of
diversity but not division. There is no
the cross, of weakness and humility, of
domination and no fear. Children play and
forgiveness and reconciliation, and of truth.
their grandparents live out their days in
peace. The society of Shalom is
Shalom can never be built by coercion or domination.
a society of right relationship:
harmony with God, harmony
We are not the central focus of this picture.
between people, and harmony with creation.
That doesn’t mean we aren’t loved or that
The picture of injustice represents the world
we don’t have a vital part to play. We are
today. Twenty percent of the people (us)
called by someone and to something
consume 80% of the world’s resources. One
greater than ourselves. We are called to
side of the fence is barren. Emaciated
imagination, to committed action, to
people sit despondently. On the other side,
participate in transforming the world God
things look green and beautiful: the
loves. Living towards the Kingdom gives us
inhabitants are well fed and amply housed;
purpose, mission, vocation, and hope.
they consume a lot and pollute a lot, but
We are called to honesty, to declare inequity
their rubbish ends up on the other side of
unbearable, and to recognise the problem
the fence. What is not immediately obvious
and the potential on both sides of the
is that despair, fear and hopelessness
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boundary.
Honesty
means
resisting
deceptive voices that assure us that things
are not as bad as they seem, or that this
world doesn’t really matter. Honesty means
challenging despair, which tells us there is
no alternative. Honesty means rejecting
false dreams, dreams which channel our
devotion inward to focus on our families (as
if ours were the only families in the world),
or on personal individualistic goals (as if we
were the only people in the world), and
distract us from dreams which do not
revolve around us, dreams which help heal
the world.
We are called to humility, to admit that we
have benefited from and are complicit in
injustice. We are called to repentance: to
challenge
beliefs,
systems,
and
structures which continue to widen the
gap; to resist any polarisation which
declares some ‘in’ and others ‘out’ or
which labels some ‘good’ and others
‘bad’. All people are made in God’s
image, each of us have fallen short of
God’s glory. Humility means knowing our
place in the universe: It is not all about
us. This might sound hard at first – but it is
a wonderful thing to be where we belong
doing what we were made for.
We are called to hope, to live the prayer ‘thy
will be done, thy kingdom come’. The God
we trust gives life to the dead and calls into
being things that do not exist. Our Creator

God calls us to live by a vision of Shalom in
which abundant life is enjoyed by all and the
world knows how much it is cherished.
Contrast this with contemporary political,
social or religious visions which direct us to
futures characterised by exploitation instead
of conservation, competition instead of
cooperation, division instead of harmony,
economic disparity instead of equality, and
defensiveness instead of trust.
Whose vision will we believe in? Which future
will we commit to? How then shall we live?
If your faith be as a mustard seed…
Your kingdom come. Your will be done…

Imagine!

Deborah Storie served as
fieldworker in Afghanistan.
support TEAR Australia
theology and working
veterinarian.

a TEAR Australia
She continues to
while studying
casually as a

TAIZÉ: A PLACE OF HOPE
While I was on exchange in France over the
summer holidays, I visited Taizé, a town in the
east of France that is home to an ecumenical
community. Under the guidance of Brother
Roger, and run by brothers from around the
world, Taizé welcomes anyone and everyone.
Thousands of young people gather each week to
take part in the community life of working, living
and praying together.
My parents had gone to Taizé for one day over
20 years ago, so my knowledge of it was
minimal. They told me that if I were to go, I
would meet people from around the world, I
would pray, I would work and I would hear
fantastic music. They were right.

When I arrived at Taizé I went through the
‘welcoming’ process. Being ‘welcomed’ sets a
tone for how your time at Taizé will be. I was
with a group of new arrivals from many different
countries. We were informed of the important
times and places, but we were otherwise left to
work out what Taizé was all about. Although we
all spoke different languages and there were no
interpreters, everyone somehow managed to
understand.
I visited Taizé in winter, and was therefore there
in a ‘small week’. In summer, thousands of
young people flock to Taizé each week, but our
group never got beyond about 150 people. My
experience will therefore have been very
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different to those who have spent time there in
a busy period.

contemporary issues, different cultures and
much, much more. I often felt that the language
barriers helped the discussion – everything had
to be said so simply.

The days consisted of prayer, discussion groups,
meals, choir practice, work and free time.
We were given some free time, which was
Essentially, the days revolve around prayer time.
usually taken up by talking with the others. Taizé
Everyone first comes together at morning prayer
is situated in some of the most beautiful
at 8.30am before breakfast, again at 12.20pm
countryside I have ever seen, and there was
for midday prayer before lunch, and finally after
also opportunity to explore the
dinner at 8.30pm. These prayers
surrounding area.
consist of readings, beautiful Taizé
I found answers
chants and silences.
To say that Taizé has impacted on my
to questions
life would be a gross understatement.
Meal times are when all the visitors
that I didn’t
It has changed me forever. It has
meet to eat together. Duties such as
serving the food and cleaning up
even realise I was opened up a huge part of my life that I
fear would otherwise have stayed
afterwards are shared within the
asking, and
hidden. I discovered what having a
group. These meal times were a great
started to
faith really meant to me. I found
opportunity to talk to people of all
answers to questions that I didn’t
different cultures. I had the most
question things
even realise I was asking, and started
amazing conversations of my life, and
that I didn’t
didn’t
to question things that I didn’t know
with young people no less! Often, we
know needed
needed answers.
wouldn’t notice that we had been
talking for hours, and would have to
answers.
answers
Before I visited Taizé I was an average,
be reminded to move on to
confused teenager. I’m still
the next activity.
the same average, confused
teenager, but now I know
After lunch an optional choir
that it’s okay to be that way.
practice took place. I
In fact it would probably be
decided to go because I
safe to say that I’m even
wanted to learn more of the
more confused. At some
beautiful music. The Taizé
times I think, ‘I’m 17, I’m not
chants are a mixture of
meant to think about that.’
songs from around the
At other times, like when my
world, many of which are
brother asks me if I’m going
written at Taizé. They are
to become a nun, I get
always short and simple in
The Taizé bells, which ring three times a day to
frustrated that no one
melody, and are repeated
call everyone together for prayer
understands
what
I
over and over again to
experienced. But these
create a meditative prayer.
doubts do nothing to dampen the new fire within
Following on from choir practice came work.
me that Taizé kindled. I would never want to
Everyone was assigned to different jobs
take that time away.
according to what work needed to be done that
If I had to sum up Taizé I would use the words
day. I was put on washing dishes, a task that I
‘simple’ and ‘beautiful’. I have never felt more at
thought was going to be simple. However, I
home or happy than I did living simply with other
found myself in the main kitchen where
young people. It was the most beautiful time of
everyone’s meals were prepared washing dishes
my life. But above all, I would say that Taizé
up to half my size. This time was spent getting to
gave me hope. There is a lively spirit present in
know the others who were washing dishes and
young people of the world, a spirit that is set on
learning their languages.
fire by the hope that is created by places like
Discussion groups were also a time where we
Taizé.
learnt about the others in our group. At first, a
brother would take an introductory session
Brigid Murray is currently studying year 12 in
about the day’s reading, and then we would
Melbourne. After school she hopes to travel
break up into smaller groups to discuss the set
more and study music.
questions. We discussed life, love, faith, religion,
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BELIEVE IN YOUR SCIENCE
I have heard a lot of people claim that science
world. Interestingly, (or perhaps, not
has replaced religion. The way it is said often
surprisingly) I have had a lot of trouble putting
implies that religion is somehow obsolete now
this idea to many fellow scientists. These
that good old science has jumped in to carry
scientists insist that there is absolutely no
on the baton into the 21st century. Since I’m
belief involved in the field of science; it is all
training to be a scientist I suppose its no
based on FACT. I think this interpretation is
surprise that I’ve come into
much too simple.
I also think it’s
contact with this view.
For example, in both physics and
important that we
The arguments that are put
biology, a lot of the time
forward are very hard to argue
scientists cannot actually see
recognise that just like
with. When people were sick,
what they are working on. They
religion, science is
they used to send for a priest or
believe a particle or a protein is
fundamentally based
religious representative. Now
present, and the evidence
they send for the doctor. That’s
suggests that it is, but they have
on belief.
science 1, religion nil. There was
not actually seen it with their
a time when people used to listen to the
own eyes. Therefore, in asserting the
priests for authoritative knowledge about the
existence of this particle, protein or whatever,
world, through answers to questions such as
there is an element of belief. I don’t think we
‘Is the world flat?’ or ‘When were humans
should be afraid of that. After all, we are not
created?’. This has been replaced by
gods. We cannot know everything there is to
authoritative textbooks written by (guess
know.
who?) scientists! And what do we turn to, to
Indeed, part of the excitement of science is
save us from global warming, pollution, aging,
learning new things about systems we almost
death and illness? Science, that’s what.
weren’t aware existed. It would be boring if we
When I was in high school we had a relief
knew everything and there were no more
teacher who raised the question: ‘Can one be
uncertainties in the world. But I also think it’s
a Christian and still believe in scienceimportant that we recognise that just like
especially evolution?’ He quoted the example
religion, science is fundamentally based on
of a famous palaeontologist who was also a
belief. We believe that what science tells us is
devout, literal Christian who faced the
true.
dilemma of either believing the evidence in
So what’s my point? I believe that there is a
front of his eyes (i.e. fossils) or what he had
place for both science and religion in the
always believed (i.e. creation according to the
world. One does not necessarily have to
Bible). This man apparently solved his
supplant the other; they can work together.
problem by deciding that the bible was correct
Both have their mysteries and people are
and that the fossils had been put there by God
strenuously trying to understand both of them.
to test our faith as Christians.
While I don’t necessarily subscribe to this
view, I accept that since none of us were
actually there to witness the beginning/s of
the world, we can’t ever say definitively what
did happen. We don’t know that fossils
weren’t put there to test our faith. If (and I
stress IF) an all-powerful God exists, then that
God could easily have planted fossils to
confuse and confound human kind. It comes
down to believing that fossils are an accurate
representation of what has happened to the

‘True science discovers God waiting
behind every door’
Pope Pius XII

Alison Knight is a PhD student at the
School of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology, ANU.
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THINGS I DO NOT BELIEVE
I was a student member of ASCM in the
later 1940s at Melbourne University and
then at Bristol University in England. Back in
Australia on the staff of first Melbourne and
then Monash University, I attended several
National ASCM Conferences (with Christine
and a growing family) and chaired the
National Committee of World University
Service Australia, a creation of ASCM and
the National Union of Students. Then in
1972 I was elected National Chairperson
and held office for three years, continuing to
attend the National Conference when we
could. In 1995 I attended the centenary
celebration of the WSCF in Berlin along with
Margaret Bearlin and Helen Hill from
Canberra and Melbourne respectively.

In Berlin I was very struck at the celebratory
service because we read the credal
statement below that contains both, I
believe and I do not believe statements.
This immediately connected for me with the
well known finding in psychology and
education that the knowing of a concept is
greatly improved when you also know what
the concept does not involve. Concepts are
shorthand words for a number of objects or
properties that belong together. The extent
of these objects or properties is best
defined by indicating examples of objects or
properties that lie beyond the meaning
implied by the concept word.

In chemistry for instance an acid is the
conceptual name for a large number of
I believe in God the parent of us all, who has
substances that share a property in
common. A common definition of this
given the earth to all people.
concept is: An acid is a proton donor.
I believe in Jesus Christ, who came to encourage
An example of an acid is hydrochloric
us and to heal us, to deliver us from
oppressors, to proclaim the peace of God to all. acid (HCl in chemical symbols) and
students learn a few other common
He has given himself to the world.
ones. The definition can easily be read
He is among us as The Living God.
to mean all substances containing
I believe in God’s Spirit, who works in every man hydrogens (source of protons) are
and woman of goodwill.
acids. So it is important to introduce
I believe in the Church, called to be a light for all
students to substances like sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) and benzene (C6H6),
nations, urged by the Spirit to serve all people.
containing hydrogens but not being
I do NOT believe in racism, wealth, privilege or
acids. Only with these non-examples
the established order.
does the special feature of the
I want to believe that all women and men are
hydrogen in acids become clear, and
equal, and that order based on violence and
students can move on to a deeper
injustice is NO order.
level in their understanding of acids.

I do NOT believe that I can fight oppression if I
tolerate injustice.
I want to believe that there is but one right
everywhere, that I am not free when one
person remains enslaved.
I do NOT believe that all sufferings are in vain,
nor that our dreams will remain but dreams,
nor that death is the end.
But I dare to believe in a new humanity, in God’s
own dream of a new heaven which is a new
Earth where genuine peace will flourish
because there is JUSTICE.
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Likewise, we grow up with or are
confronted by belief statements in
Christianity that we affirm in an often
superficial manner. For example, the
Apostles Creed contains about 17
separate statements of belief. They
were hammered out by the Councils of
the Church in the 4th and 5th centuries
of the Common Era, when the
dominant worldview was very different
from today. Accordingly, when I
stopped to think about them seriously,
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rather than say them mechanically, I found I
could only affirm eight of them if I was to
retain my faith in an integrated way with all
my other beliefs.
At Blackburn Uniting Church an
Adult Learning Group of about
30 members went through the
same exercise and the range of
belief was from 6 to 17. This
gave a set of non-belief
statements that ranged from
11 to zero.

All the statements about God were then
scrambled in a hat and with the group
standing close together in a circle, the
members in turn drew out a sheet
and read out the statements on it.
The knowing of a
Most found themselves reading out
concept
concept is greatly
belief and non-belief statements that
improved when
were different from their own, but
which came from another member of
you also know
this Christian fellowship. To read
what the concept
statements that you may totally
does not involve.
disagree with is not easy.

As a follow-up the group were given two
small pieces of paper. One had three
unfinished sentences: I believe in God as …
and the other three with I do not believe in
God as … Members were invited to finish
the sentences.
When they had finished this task they did
the same with a pair of sentences:
I believe in Jesus as … and I do not believe
in Jesus as …,
and with a pair, I believe in the Church as …
and I do not believe in the Church as …

This process was repeated for the
statements about Jesus and the Church.
The whole experience was a very deepening
one as we articulated together the range of
beliefs and non-beliefs that this group had.
Our awareness of and respect for each
other’s journeys of faith took a great leap
forward.
You may like to try this process in one of the
groups with which you are associated.
Peter Fensham is now an Emeritus
Professor of Science Education at Monash
and an Adjunct Professor at QUT, living in
Brisbane.

CHOOSING
HOOSING TO BE PAGAN
The question ‘what is Paganism?’ is difficult
Pagan?’ is ‘Because it felt right’. This seems
to answer, as Paganism is not itself a
trite, and more than a little arrogant. But it is
religion or particular belief. Instead, it is a
an answer that would be common to almost
broad category that incorporates a variety of
all modern Pagans to some degree, and
religions and religious beliefs, ranging from
sums up the Pagan approach to religion and
those of the Witches and Druids to various
spirituality. Each one of us, as individuals, is
forms of indigenous shamanism, African,
the highest authority on questions of our
Native American, Australian Aboriginal, and
own spirituality. The basis for and final
even forms of shamanism indigenous to
judgement of what is right and true about
Europe. All these beliefs find a
ourselves and our place in the
common
ground
in
modern
universe comes from our
Each one of us, as
Paganism, one that is defined not so
understanding
and
our
individuals, is the
much by the beliefs themselves, but
intuition. This is not to say we
highest authority
by the people that make up the
reject any form of guidance or
on
questions
of
Pagan movement. To illustrate this, I
wisdom, but to us it is guidance
will present here my own view of
only. It is not and can never be
our own
Paganism, beginning first of all with
absolute unquestionable truth.
spirituality
the reason why I identify as Pagan.
This is not to try to claim that
In all honesty, the only answer I could give
Pagans have perfect understanding of
to the question ‘Why did you become a
spiritual matters. We don't. What we do is
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to, how those beings are conceived by those
choose to explore spirituality in whatever
seeking the connection, and the methods by
form works best for us, making our own
which connection is established.
mistakes, and our own wonderful
discoveries. We believe very much that
Regarding the spiritual connection itself,
spirituality is a personal journey, and our
Paganism again parallels New Age thought
understanding of it grows and changes even
in that it often sees spiritual connection in
as we ourselves grow and change. In this we
terms of energy. We ourselves are
have some ideas in common with the New
composed of energy, as are the divine
Age movement. However, Paganism also
beings we connect to. Within us is a type of
has much in common with more traditional
energy that matches the energy of a
notions of religion, such as the idea that
particular God or Goddess, making the
true spiritual growth is not gained from the
Divine both without and within. In
intellect alone but from connection,
connecting, we find this energy and allow it
communion even, with a divine being.
to grow within us, in some respects taking
Pagans follow many different beings, or
us over, at least temporarily. This
Gods and Goddesses, which come
can be done through any of a variety
For me, and
from pantheons ranging from the
of different techniques including
for many who
ancient
Greeks,
Egyptians,
meditation, group ritual, chanting,
Romans, and Celts, to those of
follow the
dancing, prayer or breath control. In
Hindu, Buddhist, or non-European
connecting to this energy, we believe
various paths
indigenous
cultures.
The
that we gain not only a deeper
of modern
connection we seek is one that
insight into the being we connect to,
Paganism, the
transcends
our
everyday
but greater access and ability to
understanding, which comes when
journey is the
work with the energy as it exists
we put ourselves aside and open
within us. We learn to use that
most
up completely to the being we
energy to transform ourselves, and
important
connect to. The connection is
our lives. This is the heart of what
aspect of all.
deeply personal, and spiritual in
Pagans believe to be magic.
the truest sense of the word.
What
we
accomplish
by
these
The most fundamental connection common
transformations is as varied and individual
to Pagan religions is the connection to
as everything else in Paganism, but much of
nature and the natural world. We believe
it involves either reaching goals or healing
that nature is in itself divine, and the first
particular emotional, psychological, or
and pre-eminent spiritual connections are
spiritual problems. Only one purpose for the
made to nature. Nature may be personified
transformations caused by magic is
by a God or Goddess (such as the Earth
common to all forms of Paganism: that of
Mother worshipped by the Witches) or
gaining a deeper connection to the divine
through animistic beliefs in connection to
which then helps us on the spiritual journey.
the spirits of animals, plants, rocks, and all
For me, and for many who follow the various
other forms of nature, which are common to
paths of modern Paganism, the journey is
shamanistic beliefs. It should be noted here
the most important aspect of all.
that some of the differences between the
Alex Pragnell is studying cultural heritage at
various religions and beliefs that make up
Curtin Uni, WA
Paganism lie in what beings are connected
.

The strongest compulsion to belief is not reason but need. We cannot endure to live in a mad universe.
We are compelled, for our own sanity, to make sense of it. Sooner or later we are forced either to
blasphemy or to the pilgrim search for the source of light – the shrine where creative love resides.
Morris West, A View from the Ridge, (Harper Collins, 1996) p.10
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BALANCING BELIEF
ELIEF, DEVOTION AND ACTION
and will change over time.
I would describe myself as an ecumenical
progressive/ contemplative. This feels right
for me now, but I came from quite a
conservative
Protestant
evangelical
tradition. This tradition was strong in faith,
but it was faith in what I regarded as lessthan-perfect beliefs. People were very
dedicated and committed, but I could not
agree with what they were committed to.
The Bible, for instance, was treated in too
literal a manner for my liking. Other
religions, even denominations, were seen as
being wrong. I'm not saying that a
conservative tradition like this is not a
relevant part of the spiritual journey, rather I
needed to realise when I had outgrown it
and to respond in such a way as to create a
better balance between belief, devotion and
action.
It is important for me to be well informed
about my beliefs so that my commitment to
action is well informed and so that I don't
create a divide between religion and life in
today's culture. I like to be exposed to
critical approaches to scripture and
theology, to be open to other religions and
to being informed by modern science,
psychology, politics and world events. The
further I go, the more I see religion as being
a deeply human matter. In fact the word
itself comes from the Latin verb 'ligare',
meaning 'to bind' (such as in 'ligament'). So
religion is about binding us back to a
wholeness, which is a childlike wholeness
that existed before self-consciousness and
guilt became such a part of our condition,
both as individuals and community.
Well thought-out beliefs and a balance
between knowledge, devotion and action
are crucial to our faith, although this idea is
anything but new: ‘Love the Lord your God
with all your heart and with all your soul and
with all your mind and with all your
strength’.
It is important for me to be well informed about
David Harman is a postdoctoral
my beliefs so that
that my commitment to action is
fellow at the University of
well informed and so that I don't create a divide
Wollongong, NSW.

When stumped as to where to begin on an
article about a particular theme, I often turn
to etymology in an attempt to spur an
interesting perspective. According to the
Oxford English Dictionary, the word 'belief' is
early Middle English, its root probably best
meaning 'to hold valuable'. OED goes on to
define belief as the 'mental acceptance of a
proposition, statement, or fact, as true'. But
it goes further, into the realm of faith:
'mental action, condition, or habit, of
trusting to or confiding in a person or thing'.
Although the words 'belief' and 'faith' are
sometimes used interchangeably in religion
I don't see them as the same. I would say
that 'belief' is what one holds to be true and
'faith' is the trust placed in a belief. A person
whose actions are not in conformity with
their beliefs would experience inner tension.
But this is part of the human condition and
something that can drive us to find
wholeness.
Traditionally, the spiritual journey can be
divided into three areas: knowledge,
devotion and action. In reality, no one of
these can really be meaningfully separated
from other two, yet we must at times
concentrate formally on one of these areas
at a time. Knowledge can be equated with
belief and a combination of action and
devotion can represent the trust placed in a
particular belief. Each of these three
dimensions
is
important.
Without
knowledge, we can act blindly and be
devoted to ideas that are little more than
figments of our imaginations. Without
devotion, our action upon knowledge can
lack passion, conviction and life. Without
action, our devoted knowledge is not
manifested and our world remains
unchanged. Finding a blend between these
three dimensions is vitally important. The
balance will be different for each person

between religion and life in today's culture.
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THE SPIRIT OF PLACE: STRETCHING OUR UNDERSTANDING
me. Friends and family spelled caution,
I had little, if any sense of ‘spirit of place’
saying to me ‘think of your security.’ The cell
when I grew up as a young Methodist. Spirit
group response was ‘why not?’ Their
wasn’t really talked about and the place (ie
comment came from outside the square; it
the church building) did not engender any
was the encouragement of a dream
aesthetic sense of the Spirit for me.
…
a
journey
that came from within. My space
It was simple, functional and
with God
burst open. I took a step outside.
interestingly hierarchical as one
looked from the congregation, with
through
I have never been to Taize, but the
the words of a psalm in the arch
spirit of that little cell group was a
community,
above the organ pipes on the front
life changer and is still with me 35
to prayer,
wall; then the pulpit and the
years on. It has led me on a journey
hospitality,
preacher; the choir and organist
with God through community, to
surrounded by the communion rail;
music, and
prayer, hospitality, music, and finally
and then the people. To my memory,
to the desert. It changed my faith
finally to the
there was no cross. The building was
from
Sundays, to every day; from a
desert.
‘church’. We spoke of people being
compartmented life, to all of life. It
‘the church’, but it seemed to me
changed from ‘shoulds’ and expectations, to
that everything pointed to church being the
embracing all; it changed from head, to
building. ‘Church’ was an inside space and
heart. It has become a search, to know
the people formed more a club than what I
Jesus and to live the Gospel.
have come to know as community.
Six years ago, my family and I moved to
Nonetheless, it was my place of early
Alice Springs. It is a most challenging place
formation and for this I am very thankful.
to live. It is stunning. When I walk the bush
Easter Camps offered a break from the
in the morning as the sun rises, I am
space encouraging growth in faith and a
overwhelmed by the beauty of the land, the
chance to relate more deeply with other
mountains, kangaroo and perentie tracks in
young people, to argue, to pray in a different
the sand, the call of the birds, and the sun’s
way, to use symbols that were meaningful,
first touch on the hills. God’s creation. On
and occasionally even to light a candle.
Wednesday evenings we gather round the
There was an opportunity for the spirit to
campfire sharing our stories, the flames
break through.
before us, the great dome of stars above us.
It is also troubled, as one ponders the
The visit of a cell group from the Taize
struggles brought about by the clash of
Community in 1970 exploded my space and
modern and ancient cultures and the
introduced me for the first time to a sense
inevitable fall out for aboriginal people in
of spiritual journeying. I had thought that I
health and prospects for employment.
might go and live in one of the poorer areas
of Adelaide. That is how the Gospel spoke to
The words of the prophet Hosea come to
mind:
Here are a few questions
questions that have surfaced
within me as I have written this article, which
may be starting points for others’ reflections.
What is my perception of spirit of place?
How do I understand spirit?
How readily do I welcome the spirit in the belief of
others?
What meaning or importance do I put on place?
Who are my spirit companions?
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‘I am going to allure her and lead her out into
the desert and speak to her heart.’ (Hosea
2:16)

Who are our guides in this? There are the
Arrernte people who I have worked with
for several years. The aboriginal presence
reflects the gift of a people steeped in
family, very aware of the spirit world, a
people who have walk and live softly this
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land. When I sit on a rock, I wonder who has
entering into new sorts of relationships and
sat there before and how they might
entrusting myself to the Other.
perceive the land. When I hear the black
In reading the Gospel passages through
cockatoo call, I wonder whose totem it is.
Lent this year, I was touched by the setting
When I see perentie tracks, I speculate
for the many stories, the Temptations of
where it lives. Everything is related,
Jesus,
(desert,
Spirit
led)
The
purposeful. Is God’s Spirit
Transfiguration,
intrinsic to this place? It is for I realise that knowing a place
place (mountain,
Spirit
Arrernte people. How is it for me?
present), The Woman at
is also caught up in my
Where will this journey in the
the Well, (Outside, at a
openness to stepping
desert take me? I discovered a
well, talk of the Spirit of
beyond my comfort zones,
link recently when reading the
Truth) and how much
Canticle of the Sun by Francis of
entering into new sorts of
they
broaden
and
Assisi. He echoes something of
illuminate
our
relationships and entrusting
an indigenous understanding of
exploration
of
spirit
of
myself to the Other.
nature when he, ‘Praise the Lord
place.
for Brother Sun … for Sister Moon … for
Words of Scripture that are close to me as I
Mother Earth …for brothers Wind and Fire.
walk my prayer path each morning are the
And the spirit world. I quickly acknowledge
words of Jacob’s response at Bethel to the
my poverty of experience in the breadth of
profound dream he had while sleeping in
the world of spirit. As a Christian my
the desert, ‘Surely the Lord is in this place
formation has been limited to a singular
and I knew it not.’ It suggests looking at
focus on the Holy Spirit. But there are spirits
something familiar in a new and illuminating
apart from the Holy Spirit … good and bad.
way. When I looked up this reference in
St Ignatius of Loyola wrote extensively about
Genesis, I found a prayer for the journey,
the discernment of spirits. Jesus confronted
and it is a part of God’s words to Jacob in
directly the spirits of his day and knew their
the dream which elicited his response,
capacity for good and evil. How well do I
‘Be sure that I am with you; I will keep you safe
discern and act on the good and evil
wherever you go, and bring you back to this
influences in our world, in attitudes and
land, for I will not desert you before I have done
actions, as a people, a country and a
all that I have promised you.’ (Genesis 28:15)
church? What baggage do I bring with as I
I am thankful for these words of assurance.
take on this adventure? The Holy Spirit
The exploration of ‘spirit of place’ brings a
offers wisdom, understanding, counsel,
new and exciting dimension to my search for
strength, awe and wonder, knowledge, fear
God. It takes me on a path that is at the
of the Lord. How appropriate they are as we
same time familiar, yet excitingly new,
contemplate the spirit of place.
stepping out beyond the four walls and
This quest, like the quest for God, is elusive,
embracing God in all situations and
like searching for the Holy Grail … ‘there but
circumstances. It is a journey full of grace.
not there, near but not quite’. I love living in
I welcome companions and the chance to
the Centre, yet I often feel a stranger. I
chat around the campfire. Thanks for
realise that
giving me the opportunity to share it
knowing
a
with you. Anyone wishing to share their
place is also
response, please email me at
caught up in
woods.at.campfireintheheart.com.au.
my openness
David Woods lives in Alice Springs with
to stepping
his wife Sue and their four daughters,
beyond
my
who together offer hospitality and prayer
comfort
at ‘Campfire in the Heart’.
zones,
Sue Gordon-Woods and David Woods
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BELIEF IS A DANGEROUS THING
the force of Good in this world, which was
I want to open with a potentially
caught in a battle of utmost importance
controversial statement: Belief is perhaps
against the Forces of Evil. Fortunately for
the most dangerous force in the world
Strauss, there was a readymade Force of
today.
Evil in the form of Communism, and the
Recently I was given a copy of a BBC
battle of Good over Evil could play out in the
documentary called ‘The Power of
Cold War.
Nightmares’. Its fundamental thesis is that
Strauss was somewhat of a reclusive
terrorism is the new communism: that it
academic. He neither gave interviews nor
more or less has become the bogeyman of
appeared on TV or radio, but he did gather
the 21st century. It locates the source of the
to himself a circle of students, who went on
putative ‘war on terror’ in the responses of
to form think-tanks such as Project for a
two very different men to what they
perceived as the failure of liberalism in
New American Century, and to appear in the
administrations of Reagan and Bush Jnr.
American culture. The first was an Egyptian
Unfortunately for these neo-Straussians (or,
named Sayeed Ktoub who was sent to the
neo-cons, as they are typically called), the
US in the 50s to examine its education
end of the Cold War left them without an
system so to garner ideas for how to
enemy, and as far as they could see, the US
improve Egypt’s. The second was an
without a purpose.
American academic by the name of Leo
Strauss.
One could almost hear the
It was not impor
important whether
neo-Straussians say ‘Thank
Strauss was disturbed by
God for September 11!’
the lack of shared values
the myth is true or not, only
and the increasing isolation
I know - it sounds very
that it is effec
effective.
tive.
of individuals in liberal
‘conspiracy theory’ doesn’t
America. If America was to
it? It would be easy for me to dismiss as
remain strong, and yes, dominant,
such, except for my nagging memory of Paul
something needed to be done to reassert a
Wolfowitz’ comment prior to September 11,
shared value system and to give individuals,
that one of the chief problems facing the US
once again, a sense of belonging to
was the lack of an enemy. One can also see
something bigger. His answer was that what
in Strauss the intellectual origins of Bush’s
needed to be found was a set of
‘Axis of Evil’ post September 11.
foundational myths, which would underwrite
In the years since September 11 we’ve been
a re-visioned set of values and a re-visioned
treated to a number of startling revelations.
understanding of America and its place in
The
Administration was more interested in
the world. Strauss’ ideas here are not new.
its
war
on Iraq than dealing with the
In part 4 of The Republic, Plato argues that
imminent
threat of terrorist activity on
a ‘magnificent myth’ would need to be
American
soil. The Administration was
produced that would serve to justify the
perfectly happy to do its level best to draw
hierarchical society that he describes. What
links between Saddam and terrorism
is important to understand is that, for both
without heeding the intelligence that
Strauss and Plato, it was not important
suggested otherwise. The Administration
whether the myth was true or not, only that
was willing to go to war on the back of
it was effective.
‘intelligence’ that was flawed rather than
Strauss latched onto two foundational
treat it critically. The Administration was
myths. The first was religion, here
happy to use weapons of mass destruction
understood as American Protestantism. The
as the reason to go to war, rather than allow
second involved a re-visioning of America as
the UN to finish its work. Time and again
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we’ve seen ‘facts’ offered to us by the US
get scared. At a theological level I believe
Administration, and indeed our own
belief without doubt really ends up being
government, turn out to be falsehoods.
synonymous with idolatry. The God of
Originally I decried all of this as evidence
scripture is a God always beyond our
that Bush et., al. were being dishonest. Now
expectation, and one that always escapes
I have come to the belief that the truth is a
categorisation and definition. Belief without
little
more
doubt looks to my
frightening.
apophatic eye to be
I suspect that at least some people are no
where the Same has
Belief is indeed the
longer aware that there is a difference
won over the Other,
most
dangerous
between their belief about the world and
where the Other no
force in the world
the
fact
of
the
world
itself.
itself
longer has purchase,
today.
I
would
where
even
the
cracks
are jammed up so
hasten to qualify that as belief without
that
the
Other
has
no
means of access.
doubt is the most dangerous force in the
What
room
is
there
for
God
who is the Other
world today. It strikes me that the neoin such a world? I guess another way of
Straussians have moved beyond generating
looking at it is that I am claiming that belief
a set of foundational myths to re-found a
without doubt is antithetical to faith. On this
new, strong America. They have moved to
point I will take counsel from the Hebrew
accepting their foundational myths as ‘the
scriptures and note that every step of the
truth’, and if the plain state of affairs
way
through
the
spiritual
journey
doesn’t correspond with their newly formed
documented
therein,
the
Israelites
and
later
truth, so much the worse for it. I suspect
the
Jews
could
think
critically
about
their
that at least some people are no longer
faith, about their relationship with God, and
aware that there is a difference between
God’s with them, and yet still remain deeply
their belief about the world and the fact of
in relationship with their God.
the world itself. But if someone does raise a
dissenting opinion, or points out a
At a human, emotional level, when beliefs
contradiction in their case, they are labelled
are uncritically applied to people I cannot
as ‘un-American’ or ‘un-Australian’, or are
see how the results are anything but
painted into being a supporter of terrorism.
dehumanising. Indeed, this strikes me as
what is so wrong about ethical conservatism
Myth doesn’t worry me. I actually don’t have
today. Its fundamental unwillingness to look
much of a problem with the idea of
critically
at the anthropology which founds
foundational myths. It seems that all
its
ethics,
and its unwillingness to truthfully
societies have them and really, given a
incorporate
new knowledge about people
choice, I’d prefer to choose my own to
and the world leads its adherents to
ensure that they enshrine the sorts of
mistake their construction of a person or a
values that I really want to see in my
group for the real person or group.
society. Myth is a neat way of
Belief
Paradoxically, it leads them to bearing
grounding value and meaning without
false witness, and attendant to that is
especially in an age where the old
the injustice that results. At a historical
doubt is
grounds are quickly vanishing. It
and
political level, belief without doubt
doesn’t even worry me that a
antithetical
gave
the Nazis their power. We see its
mythical telling of the tale might be
to faith.
faith
harm
now with every death in Iraq.
factually incorrect. Myth is about
I believe that belief without doubt cannot
conveying truths that are difficult to convey
in propositional form, and which would lose
but lead to injustice and harm.
something in the translation in any case.
Chris Albone works in IT at the University of
It is when myth, or more generally, belief
Sydney and was involved with the SCM
about anything, ceases to be up for
branch there in the 1990s.
evaluation, critique or reconsideration, that I
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The Changing Missiology of Hymns
Is it possible that using some hymns, from
Sarah Mitchell builds on this thought,
another place and time, can actually distract
asserting that ‘much of our implicit theology is
us from the Missio Dei in
learned
from
our
3
this post-modern world?
hymns’
,
explaining
The act of praying the words aloud as
implicit theology as
This critical reflection is
a community before God challenges
‘theology that is not
based on a number of
and
commits
the
participants
to
mean
explicitly and critically
assumptions. The first is
examined, but relies
what
they
are
saying.
that what we do in our
upon
inherited
worship is important.
4
evaluations
and
beliefs’
.
The
danger
here is
How we pray together and what we say and do
in
the
making
use
of
theologies
that
come
in our liturgies has an affect on who we are as
from
a
very
different
time,
place
and
context,
church (our identity, our focus) but it also
which may no longer be appropriate in our
affects the lives of the people in the
understanding of the world today.
community. There is also a deeper level to our
worship: ‘communal worship is an incarnation
The vast majority of the hymns sung in our
of doctrine…When doctrine is enacted in
churches that are ‘old favorites’, come from
worship, the worshippers are implicated; they
the United Kingdom, written in a very different
are committed to what has been prayed’.1 The
time and context, and passed on in a time of
act of praying the words aloud as a
colonization and migration. Many of these
community before God challenges and
hymns may still have a great depth of
commits the participants to mean what they
meaning for congregations, but it is important
are saying. It is also part of the formation
that their meanings are critically examined for
process of the community. The liturgy is a
them to be an authentic expression of our
space where (amongst other things) our faith
faith. The implicit theologies of these hymns
is articulated, God’s word is
‘when unexamined, may stand in
listened to, our prayers, hopes
contradiction to our more reflective
Theologies that
and needs are gathered, and
thoughts and actions, and the outcome
come from a very
from where we are sent forth to
of such uncritical thinking is a church
different time,
do God’s will.
composed of people with huge gaps
place
and
context,
between their theology and their daily
The second assumption follows
life’ 5.
… may no longer
on from the first. The
implication of the above is that
This has many implications for the
be appropriate in
what we sing in our worship is
church. One implication of this is that
our understanding the gap that is created causes many to
also important. Our hymns are
of the world
also a type of prayer, and as
leave the church, as the clash between
such what we sing, the actual
this older theology and their scientific
today.
lyrics, matter. But hymns are
important for a number of other reasons also.
Worshipping
Ecumenically,
Geneva,
WCC
According to Albert van den Heuvel ‘It is the
Publications,
1995,
12.
hymns, repeated over and over again which
3
Sarah Mitchell, Opening Presentation for the
form the container of much of our faith. They
National Theological Consultation ‘The Church in the
st
are probably, in our age, the only confessional
21 Century’, Uniting Church of Australia. 12 June
2
2003,
accessed
8
December
documents we learn by heart’.
1

2
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understanding of the world becomes too great. But
another implication is what effect this implicit theology
has on our explicit theology, and how this in turn affects
our praxis and how we do mission as a church.
If mission is God’s ‘yes’ to the world, and if ‘in our time,
God’s yes to the world reveals itself, to a large extent,
in the church’s missionary engagement in respect of
the realities of injustice, oppression, poverty,
discrimination, and violence’ 6 then Jesus Christ is
Waiting is the sort of hymn we need to be singing as a
church in our worship. Singing
together binds us together and
Singing
helps to sustain our commitment
together binds
to a cause and keep us in a
us together
peaceful frame of mind. It can
also
give
a
theological
and helps to
expression to our faith and
sustain our
actions. One of example of this is
commitment
when my own parish marched in
protest against the war against
to a cause and
Iraq in 2003. As a church
keep us in a
community we marched under
peaceful frame
our banner as an expression of
of mind.
mind
our participation in God’s
mission
to
‘rage
against
injustice’ and be a prophetic voice in the community. At
the end of that day we gathered again in our Sunday
worship service and sang ‘Siyahamba – We are
marching in the light of God’, expressing our theological
understanding of what we had done earlier that day,
and linking our sense of mission (our actions) with our
worship. It is difficult to imagine marching against an
unjust war where Christian countries were poised to
attack a Muslim country, and then singing Onward
Christian Soldiers. The dissonance would be too great
between our actions, which were based on critical
reflection and our theology of mission, and the implicit
theology of the hymn.
Ann-Maree Williams is studying postgraduate
psychology at Macquarie Uni.

This is an abridged version of an essay titled ‘The
Changing Missiology of Hymns:: a critical reflection
on the hymns we use in worship and their implicit
theology of mission’, which was submitted by AnnMaree for a class at the Graduate Program of the
(WCC) Ecumenical Institute, Bossey, Switzerland.
The full essay can be read online at
www.ascm.org.au
6

Why am I a Quaker? I had been
dragged along to Quaker meeting, Christmas
plays, children’s gatherings etc since my
childhood, but my first significant contact with
Quakers happened at Yearly Meeting (an
annual gathering of Quakers) in 1997. Having
not been very keen to go, I left YM feeling I’d
found a community of young people that I
fitted into and where I was accepted, which
was something I sorely needed at the time.
The sense of community, belonging and
being valued was what drew me into
Quakers, rather than a conviction that what
Quakers believed was right or correct. It has
been hugely valuable to me to have a
religious community that is not only accepting
but also affirming of same sex relationships,
to the extent that it’s just assumed, and also a
community in which young people are so
valued and respected.
Whether or not I actually identify as a Quaker
depends on who I’m talking to. If I’m with
people who are themselves religious, I do. If
I’m with people who are not religious I
generally don’t. In both situations I’m quite
adamant about not identifying as Christian. I
struggle with explaining Quakerism to people.
Sometimes I think it’s really weird, and I have
been known to describe it as ‘my weird
religious cult’. These days most of the ‘so
what is a Quaker?’ conversations that I get
into are positive. I think I’m learning to trust
people more, to listen to what I say at face
value, and not bring in their prejudices or
preconceptions about religion, and especially
Christianity.
Quakerism fits with my life. I don’t believe in
things like non-violence and equality because
I’m a Quaker. Rather, I’m a Quaker because I
believe in things like non-violence and
equality. So, in that sense, what I feel
intuitively comes first and Quakerism gives
me a framework in which to think about what I
intuitively believe, and in which to live my life
based on love.
Kate Barnard is involved in SCM in Melbourne
and likes circus, philosophy of science, and
drinking herbal tea with her housemates.

David Bosch, Transforming Mission, paradigm shifts in theology and mission, (New York: Orbis Books 1991) p,10.
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IN THE FLOCK OF THE GERMAN SHEPHERD
SCM Friend Mark Baumgarten reflects on the recent papal transition in the light of his own struggles
with the Catholic faith. As a controversial new pontiff takes the reins of an increasingly polarised
church, this personal account proposes that long-standing ideological misunderstandings have
marred the interactions between the church and Western culture ~ interactions in which this new
pope has been such a prominent figure. By seeking to clarify the role of the Catholic hierarchy and
the unpredictability of the Holy Spirit, this essay explores some unexpected possibilities for a stillemerging church, and suggests that the new pope may not be the colossal hindrance that some
have feared.
As I gradually let go of my stubborn
I suppose one’s reaction to the recent election
unwillingness to be a part of any group that is
of Cardinal Ratzinger as Pope Benedict XVI is
not perfect, I began to find a consolation in the
inextricably linked to one’s view of the papacy in
fact that the church’s imperfections mirrored my
general. Those who think that it is all a crock will
own. I slowly came to identify Catholicism less
probably just see it as more of the same: ‘What
as the often troubling institutional structure, and
else would you expect from the old boys club?’
more as a collective movement of the spirit
On the other hand, those who believe that the
throughout history, one that evolves in fits and
institutions of the Roman Catholic Church and
starts and that is intimately connected to (and
the papacy in particular do have a valid place
often neck-deep in) the messy realities of being
within the realm of Christianity (albeit one that is
human. I began to feel freed from the tiring
less all-encompassing than how it is often
need to continually be individually significant, as
portrayed) most likely had a strong reaction one
I began to see my significance in the first place
way or the other upon learning of the election of
coming from simply being connected to, and
what one Italian newspaper described as the
participating in, the great dance of the Spirit
‘German Shepherd’. Many have expressed
throughout history. My view of the church’s
surprise that the cardinals would choose such a
insistence on the place of tradition moved from
polarising figure to lead what is meant to be the
it being a rigid ‘we’ve-always-done-it-this-way’
universal church. My own reaction was more
attitude (although there is an element of that) to
one of disbelief.
a willingness to learn from those who have gone
Let me begin with some personal background.
before us, lest we fall into a kind of generational
After drifting from the church in my early teens
arrogance and insist on constantly ‘reinventing
and embarking on a spiritual search that drew
the wheel’. Rather than being
from a wide variety of perspectives, I
merely
a set of particular beliefs or
eventually came to a point in which I
As I gradually let go doctrines, I have come to see the
desired to reconcile the genuine
of my stubborn
Catholic faith as primarily being a
encounters
of
my
personal
worldview, a particular way of
unwillingness
unwillingness to be
experience with the faith in which I
engaging with reality that, at its best,
was first formed. Reconciliation with
a part of any group
is very holistic and makes for very
God and Jesus was relatively simple;
healthy and grounded people.
that
is
not
perfect,
I
reconciliation with the messy and
As for the institutions, I eventually
all-too-human nature of the church
began to find a
accepted that they probably had to
proved a much greater stumbling
consolation in the
emerge, as human consciousness
block. Aided and inspired by several
fact that the
develops slowly and a rapidly
mentors who themselves have long
growing church needed a certain
struggled with the tension of holding
church’s
degree of coherence, but that
together the wonderful Good News
imperfections
attempting to build and maintain an
of Jesus and the inconsistencies
mirrored my own.
own
institutional framework in the name
and imperfections of the church that
of one who was himself quite wary
strives to follow him, I began a slow
of institutions was always going to be a difficult
process of investigation, critique, and
and confusing task. I have no doubt that the
discussion, trying to make sense of a church
institutions
will
undergo
considerable
that proclaims a message of unparalleled joy
transformation in the centuries to come, as we
but that has managed to be a cause of
are perhaps seeing the beginnings of with the
considerable suffering to many.
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(and selectively) championed his moral
rapid decline in both the status and number of
conservatism, whereas others felt increasingly
clergy and religious in the West, but I now have
alienated from an institution that did not seem
an increasing sense of patience and willingness
to speak to their personal experience. In turn,
to participate in the mystery of an imperfect and
these contradictions seemed to limit the
still-emerging church.
church’s
ability to be a prophetic witness to a
Much of this came into focus for me during a
wider
world
that, in general, admired John Paul
recent conversation with a mentor of mine. We
II
as
a
person
but saw little reason to take him
were discussing various aspects of the
or
the
larger
church
seriously when they spoke
intentional Christian community with whom I
against
the
winds
of
conventional wisdom. As
currently live, and it became clear that my
such,
I
was
keen
to
see
what impact a new pope
occasional discomfort with the group’s dynamics
might
have
against
this
backdrop.
and direction is in large part related to the fact
Given my own journey of the last few
that I’m the only Catholic. This came
For better or
years, I was so hoping to be able to
as a bit of a shock, because I have
genuinely celebrate my first ‘Habemus
certainly never been very parochial
worse, the
Papam!’ (We have a Pope!). However,
about my Catholicism and, on the
mysterious
upon first hearing of Cardinal
contrary, I have been only too aware
monster that is
Ratzinger’s election as pope I must
of the ample baggage that my church
confess to experiencing the distinct
affiliation carries with it.
the Catholic
‘kicked-in-the-guts sensation that I
In hindsight I now see that night as
Church has
associate with receiving foreboding
when my 8½-year journey of
news. In part I worried about how this
become
my
reconciling myself with the Catholic
would affect the church’s ability to
faith came to a symbolic close. It was
spiritual home,
reach the many ‘barely-hanging-on’
not a case of no longer having any
warts and all.
Catholics and other sincere seekers
gripes with the institution, but simply a
who would no doubt find this new
realisation that, for better or worse, the
pontiff
a
severe
stumbling stone, to say nothing
mysterious monster that is the Catholic Church
of
those
whose
lives
might have been improved
has become my spiritual home, warts and all. It
by the election of a man more sympathetic to
took a long time for me to get to sleep that
the dynamics of life in the 21st century. Yet I also
night, as I pondered the implications of what
worried
for the church’s very unity, one of the
once would have seemed to me a most
qualities
that Catholics hold so dear.
improbable turn of events. The following
morning, almost as though it was being held off
The election of Pope Benedict XVI has served to
until I was ready to fully take it in, I woke up to
highlight an underlying tension between Catholic
the news of the pope’s heart failure, and two
worldviews that, whilst always being present
days later the only pope I had ever known was
within the Catholic Church, seems to have
intensified in recent times. I suppose, therefore,
dead…
we can be grateful that this papal election has
Like many I must sheepishly admit that I was
brought it into greater focus, such that we can
somewhat looking forward to this moment. I had
no longer avoid facing it seriously. So before I
even made a very sacrilegious bet with a friend
comment further on the new pope, let me dwell
earlier in the year about when John Paul II would
on a question that is central to the worldview of
die (which, incidentally, I won, and subsequently
any Christian, and that is particularly relevant in
experienced a rare bout of Catholic guilt!). Much
this time of considerable global change: in the
has been written about the contradictions of
light
of our faith, how are we to relate to the
John Paul’s epic papacy. On the one hand, I
world
around us?
valued the personal warmth and charisma that
endeared him to so many, and I have come to
appreciate much of what he stood for; yet on the
Mark Baumgarten is a member of the Peace
other hand, his pontificate did see an increasing
Tree Community in Lockridge, WA, and is
polarisation take place within the church,
currently studying a Dip. Ed. at ECU.
particularly in the West, where some ardently
This is an abridged introduction to Mark’s reflections on his faith and the new pope. A full version of
this article can be found at www.ascm.org.au.
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FOLLOWING CHRIST IN AND OUT OF THE CHURCH
tremulously to Jonathon that he didn’t think
Following Christ has most definitely been a
he could accept it as a literal fact.
journey for me, and it is a journey that
Jonathon’s breezy ‘Oh, I don’t believe that!’
sometimes leads me into the church, and
left me feeling that it was acceptable to
sometimes leads me out of it. At present I
question what seemed to be the very basis
am
It is the people around me who
of Christianity, to ask what it really means to
in.
keep me in or out of the church.
church
be a Christian.
I’m
a
I could go on, in and out of the church as I
practising Anglican again, and feeling that
found a place to be comfortable, to ask
the Anglican church is a wonderful place for
questions, seek clarification, and express
those who have doubts about what it all
my doubts. My journey continues. I now live
means, just as ASCM has been over the
in a small wheatbelt town, with a local nonyears. But if I think about it, it is the people
stipendiary priest, who understands exactly
around me who keep me in or out of the
where I am coming from. I know that as I
church. It was Billy Graham who first got me,
recite the Nicene creed on Sundays and
when I was a teenager brought up in a strict
wonder what exactly it means, and whether
atheist family, and it was Christian friends at
my interpretation of the
school who helped me start
words is heretical, she is
[within ASCM] … it was
to make sense of what faith
going through the same
meant.
acceptable to question what
process of questioning.

seemed to be the very basis of
I joined the Anglican church,
When I write it down it
but it was not in the end
Christianity, to ask what it
sounds pathetic, like I walk
satisfying, offering ritual but
really means
away
from
difficult
means to be a Christian
no substance. A friend went
situations, and look to
to the local Methodist youth
worship only with people who believe as I
group, and I followed. They were a lively
do. Perhaps it is. I like to think that what I
bunch with questioning minds and a
am following is the Christ that I see in the
passion to do something. The leaders
people around me, the Christ of this world,
wanted to set up a coffee shop, a drop in
working for justice and equity,, and
place for the local youth, which was a pretty
struggling to understand the reign of God.
radical idea in the 60s, if very mainstream
now. The church elders disagreed. There
I like to think that what I am
was some money, but it was a choice
between a new organ or a coffee shop, and
following is the Christ that I see in the
the organ won out. I walked away from
people around me, the Christ of this
these people that I couldn’t understand.
ASCM and the university chaplaincy got me
back into some sort of Christian community
again. How great it was to feel that you
could ask questions, and not understand
things, but still be part of the community,
part of a group seeking answers. Sandy Yule
was a huge inspiration, and I remember well
the Anglican chaplain at UWA. He had had a
visitor, an agonised Christian who was
having difficulty with the concept of the
virgin birth. The visitor confessed
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world, working for justice and equity

Diane Hatwell works as a teacher in
Dowerin, WA, helps on the family farm by
chasing sheep and driving frighteningly
large machinery, and struggles with issues
in St Barnabas Anglican Church in Dowerin.
ASCM was a crucial phase in her spiritual
development, but she finds that many
traditions have much to offer.
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REVIEWS
BOOK

God Under Howard: The Rise of the
Religious Right in Australian Politics
Marion Maddox (Allen & Unwin, 2004: RRP
$29.95)
Reviewed by Robert Tulip

The most disturbing thing for me in God Under
Howard was the extraordinary interview
between Marion Maddox and Alexander Downer
(p.133).
Australia’s
Foreign
Minister states he is not sure that
Aboriginal sacred sites are
religious sites, he doesn’t accept
that Aboriginal traditional societies
have a religion, and he has never
contemplated that sacred sites are
a matter of religion. There is
something scary about the
narrowness of these beliefs from a
man at the centre of conservative
politics in Australia. For my part I
have
always
believed
that
Australian indigenous feeling for
land is among the most important
parts of the world’s spiritual
heritage, so to read the Minister’s
dismissive views is an insight into
the nature of right wing thinking and the cultural
views underlying episodes such as the
Hindmarsh Island bridge affair.
God Under Howard is an important contribution
to debate about the shape of religious belief in
Australia, raising crucial deep questions about
the role of religion in politics and about the
nature of Christian faith. I first met Marion in
1984 when we were both on the NSW Area
Council of ASCM, and I have immense regard for
her intellect, passion and the model she
presents of how to debate matters of high
importance. It is excellent that her deeply
provocative book has been widely read and
discussed as it raises central questions about
the sort of nation Australia is becoming. The
cultural and political role of faith in Australia
deserves a lot more discussion, but there seems
to be a pathological aversion within conservative
circles to the forensic analysis Marion seeks.

God Under Howard is an important
contribution to debate about the shape of
religious belief in Australia.

Her first chapter, exploring the radical
dimension of the Methodist Church in Australia
and debunking John Howard’s myth of
conservative religion, is a good basis for
discussion of theology and politics. The founder
of Methodism, John Wesley, followed Jesus
Christ in standing against repression and
proclaiming a highly discomforting message.
Wesley and Christ both exploded the hypocrisy
of conservative ritualists of their day. Marion’s
comments on Methodism show her anger at
Howard’s attempt to appropriate this tradition,
which has been such a formative
influence on her own life, and her
recognition of the need to critique
modern Pharisees and their
political role.
Marion’s book seems to me to
drink from the deeply democratic
well of the theology of the cross,
opening immensely productive
avenues for thought. Theology of
the cross is democratic in
essence, as it is based on the
early church throwing the Roman
Empire’s preferred instrument of
repression back in its face. The
social
message
of
the
resurrection was that Jesus’ love
of the least was too strong for the grave to hold
or for imperial oppression to silence. By holding
high Christ’s victory of love over the cross, the
church proclaims that Rome’s wilful blindness in
murdering the Son of God should never be
forgotten. The clear and consistent democratic
implication is that governments should listen to
dissent rather than repressing free speech.
Marion’s thinking reminds me of German
theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer, whose critique
of the church under Nazism contrasted cheap
grace, which appropriates salvation without
considering its implications for a life following
Christ, with costly grace, which takes seriously
the transformative message of Christ for the
world and lives to enact it. By taking a
courageous stand against the Howard
government’s unconscionable treatment of
refugees and indigenous Australians, Marion
calls us to the path of costly grace, recognising
that Howard’s goal of a comfortable and
relaxed nation relies on wilful blindness to
the moral implications of government policy.
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And yet, despite the validity of much of her
Does the Matthew Principle contradict Christ’s
critique of Howard and his fundamentalist
message of compassion and justice? I don’t
backers, I did not feel that Marion presented a
believe so. ‘Prosperity theology’ has arguably
clear alternative direction. There is an absence
enabled the enormous increase in human
of economic analysis in her book, with left wing
wealth, freedom and happiness since the
perspectives simply assumed to
industrial
revolution.
Before
The evidence is clear
be true. I found this worrying, as a
capitalism, one in four children
cogent statement of the path of
died in infancy, few people lived
that economic growth
the gospel needs a rigorous
past fifty, literacy was for the elite
is the only path out of
engagement with the big debate,
and most people were chained to
poverty and that
that
both within Christianity and more
the drudgery of subsistence
widely, on the relationship
agriculture. Now most people, at
sustainable
between wealth creation and
development requires a least in the West, have immense
freedom.
A
critique
of
wealth redistribution.
key role for private
conservatism should recognise its
My work with AusAID has caused
massive economic achievements
sector capitalism.
me to think hard about poverty, its
as the context for criticism. The
causes, its possible end and how
trouble
I
had
with Marion’s book was that it did
to achieve this end. Certainly, the volume of aid
not
take
up
this
challenge, and read instead as
from rich to poor is an important factor, but
an
effort
to
align
Christianity with left wing
redistribution of wealth as such is not the key.
politics
and
the
election
of a Labor government.
Countries which have tried to reduce poverty by
taxing the rich have stagnated, while those that
The question must be asked why people of
have embraced capitalist values of individual
conscience could prefer the Coalition over Labor
responsibility, hard work and ethical conduct
– why, as Terry Lane asked in his ABC radio
have prospered. The evidence is clear that
interview with Marion,9 do regular churchgoers
economic growth is the only path out of poverty
often vote conservative even though their views
and that sustainable development requires a
are not conservative? I suggest the reason for
this apparent contradiction is a basic sense that
key role for private sector capitalism.
the conservative parties, despite their faults,
The capitalist approach is based squarely on
hypocrisy and prejudices, represent the most
Jesus’ parable of the talents: ‘Those who have
productive sectors of society and are more
will receive more and will have abundance, but
competent and sound in economic and social
those with nothing will lose the little they have’
policy than the ALP. From this perspective, the
(Matthew 25:29). This teaching, called ‘the
challenge is not to defeat the Liberals and
Matthew Principle’ by Martin Wolf in his book
install a Labor government, but to enter into real
7
Why Globalisation Works, is at the centre of the
dialogue with conservatism to seek to change it.
Calvinist milieu that has produced the enormous
wealth of global capitalism. The argument is that
The problem is akin to the debate between the
taking from the rich and giving to the poor
Catholic Church and liberation theology. Pope
reduces the incentive for the rich to earn more
John Paul and then-Cardinal Ratzinger agreed
money, reducing the overall quantity of wealth
that Christ brought a message of human
and the job opportunities and incomes of the
liberation, but they argued the church could not
achieve Christ’s goals through political alliance
poor. This finding is supported by World Bank
with socialism. I disagree with many Catholic
research, such as David Dollar’s article ‘Growth
dogmas, but on this strategic analysis of the
is Good for the Poor’.8
weakness of socialism I agree.
The challenge is… to enter into real
God under Howard is a brilliant starting point for
dialogue with conservatism to seek to
genuine dialogue about faith, conscience and
politics. It will be interesting to see how Marion
change it.
continues to build this dialogue.
Robert Tulip works for AusAid on Australia’s
7
Martin Wolf: Why Globalization Works. Yale
project to Papua New Guinea
8

University Press, 2004, 398 p: reviewed at
http://www.cosmopolis.ch/english/politics/51/why_glo
balization_works.htm
http://www.worldbank.org/research/growth/pdfiles/
growthgoodforpoor.pdf
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http://www.abc.net.au/rn/talks/natint/stories/
s1331259.htm
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FINDING WELLSPRINGS TO SUSTAIN FAITH
This March in Canberra, over 160 people of all
‘action alliance’ consisting of 1 person who
ages gathered under the Great Cross to
successfully made the government clean up a
explore their faith, be
now marquee beach in
challenged on questions of
Fremantle,
and
an
spirituality, culture and the
extraordinary Korean story of
environment, and to renew
the demolition of a highway
the human contact that
and reclamation of the old
sustains their community.
river underneath it, all paid for
It’s no wonder, then, that
by the revaluing of the land
two of us there turned to
immediately adjacent! The
each other at some point
‘before and after’ photos of
and declared ‘this is like an
this reclamation were just
adult SCM!’
surreal.
And in some ways it is. The
Prof James Haire, President of
Wellspring Community is an
the National Council of
ecumenical community of
Churches in Australia, talked
lay and ordained men and
about his time in Indonesia as
women who are seeking
a missionary in order to flesh
new ways of living the
out the cultural overtones and
Gospel. The Community
assumptions
of
our
was established in 1992. It
Christianity that we then
is inspired by the Iona Community, which was
declare sacred and off-limits to those who
founded in Scotland in 1938 by George
would ‘syncretise’ their faith with their own
MacLeod. The Iona Community is known
indigenous cultural and spiritual wisdom.
worldwide for its radical and prophetic
These keynotes were all engaging, but just as
Christianity, liturgical renewal, and
at any SCM conference, the real event
engagement with local and global
The Wellspring happened in the small group
issues. Wellspring seeks to explore
discussions
and
the
informal
Community is
questions about an Australian
conversations. It is a well-established
an ecumenical
spirituality, peace and justice,
rule that national gatherings need at
ecumenism
and
hospitality.
community of least 5 days to achieve a meaningful
Members pray for each other over
sense of community but somehow this
lay and
the course of each month, offer
group pulled it off in 3! I was
ordained men
hospitality to other members passing
constantly amazed by the eagerness
and women
through their area, and collaborate
of everyone to engage with strangers
on issues of concern.
who are
as well as friends and the depth of
At their national gathering in March,
personal stories shared.
seeking new
Rachel Kohn (from ABC’s Spirit of
For those of you reading this who have
ways of living
Things) challenged the temptation to
graduated and are looking for a
the Gospel.
see ‘spirituality’ only in the glorious
Community to keep holding you gently
sunsets and dramatic wilderness.
as you continue the pilgrimage of life, I
‘What about the back lanes of Sydney,’ she
heartily recommend checking this mob out. As
asked, ‘is there no spirituality there?’
in all things in this age, they have a website
Prof Peter Newman talked about his work as
(www.wellspringcommunity.org.au) but it’s
face-to-face human relationships they are
chief sustainability bureaucrat in both WA and
offering, not virtual ones.
NSW and the spiritual sustenance he derives
from effecting real change. A lot of people
Justin Whelan is Chair of ASCM NSW Area
commented afterwards on the sense of
Council and studying a Masters of
inspiration he imparted that we can make a
Professional Studies (Honours) in Peace
difference, regaling us with stories about an
Studies at UNE.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
ASCM can send an applicant to the following programs. Please contact the ASCM National
Coordinator, Bronwyn Crowe, at natcoord@ascm.org.au if you are interested in attending.

School for Ecumenical Leadership
Formation (SELF)

Student Empowerment for
Transformation (SET)

The SELF programme is designed for the
frontline leaders such as Staff or
Executive members of the local SCM.
The main objective of the SELF is to
develop young ecumenical leadership. A
3-week long programme includes a
comprehensive module to respond to
the critical issues faced by current
ecumenical movements. The curriculum
include modules on Reading the Signs of
Time, Human Rights, Globalisation,
Ecology, Feminism, Ecumenism and
Theology.
Date: 11 September - 2 October
Venue: India (either Kolkatta or Chennai)

SET is a leadership and development
programme for undergraduate students.
It aims to initiate students to a different
perspective of pertinent issues that
concern students in higher education. In
SET 2006, the focus will be on the Role
of Militarisation in the concept of the
Empire.
Date: Between January and May 2006
(before
the
Regional
Committee
Meeting)
Venue: Korea or Taiwan

Note that ASCM National Conference (above) will be followed by the General Executive Meetings,
15-17 July. Please contact Bronwyn if you would like to have input into these meetings.
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NEWS FROM THE MOVEMENT
From WA
WA SCM sadly farewelled staff worker Anne
Fitzpatrick in March as she decided not to
continue in the position. Area Council is in
the process of interviewing candidates for a
new staff worker. In the meantime, a small
on-campus group has been meeting
regularly at UWA, held together by hardworking volunteers. Monthly Shared Space
discussion nights continue, which are largely
attended by graduates and post-graduate
students.
From ACT
Mark Beresford joined the ANU SCM group
as its part-time Development Worker in
February of this year. Mark has previously
been the Anglican Diocesan Youth Worker,
and now works at St Marks Theological
College in Canberra, co-ordinating courses
in youth ministry and beginning a PhD.
Mark writes:
The first few months of this year have seen
a number of first year students joining our
SCM community at the ANU. These have
been from a variety of backgrounds,
experiences, and church traditions. Our
The next Botanic Gardens
ASCM Friends Reunion
(Melbourne) is Sat. 3rd Sept
2005 at 12.00 noon. Contact
Jim Martin for more
information (03) 9836 1431,
Jandh.at.alphalink.com.au
Please note: due to problems
with ASCM mail not being
forwarded from the Melbourne
PO Box, we have only recently
received several months of mail
from the beginning of the year.
We apologise if you have
written or made a donation to
ASCM and not received a reply.
We are working through the
backlog and hopefully you will
hear from us soon.

diversity has kept our conversations vital,
relevant, and challenging. It has been a
wonderful experience seeing how God is
working through the concerns and cares of
each of these people.
As we were in 2004, we are still regularly
meeting each Monday afternoon for an hour
of thought provoking study and discussion
around group concerns. Topics have
included: love and its place in ethics,
respect for the body, the resurrection (which
was a hotly debated topic in The Canberra
Times over Easter), Human rights and
theology, and the rise of the religious right in
politics. We have been privileged to have a
number of capable guests including Damian
Palmer (Uniting church Minister), Peter
Bailey (ANU Professor of Law), and Peter
Stork (PHD student studying the limitations
of the Human Rights movement) at these
meetings.
One of the highlights of the year so far has
been the visit of Tim Ngui from SCM in
Sydney who ran a workshop on queer
theory. The night was well run and became
a place for a number of different
approaches and concerns to be discussed
and considered in a respectful environment.

POSTCARDS
ASCM is planning to print promotional postcards to
hand out to potential new members, including high
school students. We are seeking original designs for the
cards (that the designers will allow us to use free of charge). The
postcards are going to be A6 (4 to a A4 page) and contain a maximum
of black and 2 other colours. Don’t forget there is a front and back to
design. The content needs to simply show the essence of the ASCM to
YOU and provide the minimum contact details to find us, such as
http://www.ascm.org.au/ and/ or PO Box 4386 University of
Melbourne PARKVILLE VIC 3052. If you would like to use the
ASCM logo (above) it can be found at http://www.ascm.org.au/logo.htm
or by emailing the editor. Your design can include whatever represents
ASCM in your eyes. Send designs to natcoord.at.ascm.org.au
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The evening was taped and even made it on
to a Sydney Community radio station!
Thanks Tim for making the trip.
We have also attended a number of lectures
at St Mark’s National Theological Centre
and the Australian Centre for Christianity
and Culture including Dr Thorwald Lorenzen:
‘Dietrich Bonhoeffer: 60 Years On’,
Professor Paul Oslington: ‘Economics as
Natural Theology’, and Fuzz Kitto: ‘Cultural
Trends in Mission’. We are currently working
on a monthly movie and discussion evening,
which we hope will prove to be a point of
contact for our community.
We are also very proud to have recently had
one of our members, Katie Weir, nominated
as the Pacific regional representative for the
SCM International conference on violence
against women. She will be attending the
conference early next semester.
From NSW:
NSW are busy preparing to host national
conference, which will be a joint initiative
with the National Council of Churches Youth
Network. (On that front: please note that
cheques for conference should be made out
to NCCA). They also enjoyed a visit in March
from Bronwyn, ASCM’s national coordinator.
Editor’s apologies to NSW: they
DID send in a report for
Summer JG, but it got lost in
the spam until after JG went to
print.
From QLD:
The SCM branch at the
Australian Catholic University has got off to
a promising start this year. Over a thousand
SCM brochures (with a flyer outlining the
first four weeks of SCM meetings) were
inserted in the Orientation bags for new
students. Those meetings were hosted by
both the Student Association (Spirituality
and Social Justice Portfolio) and SCM. The
eight meetings held in first semester
welcomed guest speakers covering a wide
range of topics, including responses to the
tsunami, indigenous and women’s issues,
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positive relationships and reflections on life
from orthopaedic surgeon Dr Michael Holt
Thanks are due particularly to Chris Jeffery,
Georgia Cassidy and Andrew Beiers for
being such dependable anchor-people for
the ACU branch.
Two SCM Dessert & Coffee Evenings (with
special guests) were held, both of which
were well attended. Guest speakers were
Florence Spurling and Jeffrey Lawrence.
From the Region:
ASCM will be sending representatives to the
Asia--Pacific General Secretaries/ National
Asia
Coordinator's Meeting (Oct/Nov 05, Bangkok),
and Regional Committee Meeting and
Women’s Pre-meeting (July 06, Bangladesh).
There will be 5 or 6 Joint Women’s Programs
between the Regional Women’s Program and
SCMs in the Region. Proposals for these
programs can be sent to Yock Leng
wscfap.at.netvigator.com. WSCF AP Human
Rights Coordinator,
Coordinator Alonzo Bayani, met in
Thailand with a small group of regional
SCMers at the end of May to develop
strategies to respond to justice, peace and
human rights issues in the region as well as
the world.
From students & friends:
friends
Ruth DunicliffDunicliff-Hagan (ASCM
staff worker 2001-2004) and
Anthony Hagan‘s
Hagan son Colman
Robert DunnicliffDunnicliff-Hagan was
born 18 Feb 05, weighing in at
4.47kg (9lb 14oz). Colman, who
featured as an ultrasound
photograph in Summer JG, is
named after St Colman of
Lindisfarne, whose feast day happens to be
18 February.
ASCM National
Coordinator
Bronwyn (nee
Hatwell)
Hatwell
married Brad
Crowe on
Easter Sunday,
27 March.

Winter 2005
We note the deaths of ASCM Friends
Gordon Powell and Davis McCaughney,
McCaughney and
extend sympathy to their friends and
families.

the growing ecumenical movement, which
was one of his life-long passions. In the late
1940s, Davis worked for SCM Press,
including a stint as acting editor.

Gordon George Powel died 1 Feb 2005,
aged 94. Gordon was active in the
Melbourne branch of the ASCM in the mid to
late 1930s. He trained for the Presbyterian
ministry at Ormond after his Arts studies
and was ordained in 1938. Gordon’s first
parish was at Toorak (1938-39), followed by
Melbourne City Scots Church (1941-43),
RAAF Chaplain (1943-46), Collins St
Independent (Congregational) (1946-51), St
Stephen's Sydney City (1952-65), and
Melbourne Scots (1966-75), Before retiring
in 1981, Gordon spent six years serving in
New York City. He was acclaimed for his
inner-city ministry and was regarded by
many as one of the great exemplary
preachers.

In 1952, Davis was appointed Professor of
New Testament Studies at Ormond College
Theological Hall, and migrated to Australia
with his family. Seven years later, he was
appointed Master of Ormond College, a
position he held for twenty years. While at
Ormond, Davis was a leading figure in
discussions that led to the formation of the
Uniting Church in Australia, and served as
its first president. He was also the first chair
of the University Assembly of the University
of Melbourne and served as a member of
the Faith and Order Commission of the
World Council of Churches. After retiring
from Ormond, he became Deputy Chancellor
of the University of Melbourne and
Professorial Associate in the History
Department.

John Davis McCaughney (12 July 1914 – 25
March 2005) was born in Belfast, where he
grew up. While studying English and
Economics at Cambridge he was elected
president of that university’s Student
Christian Movement. After Cambridge, Davis
was appointed secretary of SCM for Ireland,
during which time he met and married Jean
Henderson. After their marriage in 1940,
the couple had five children. Davis then
studied in Scotland for the ordination into
the Presbyterian Church of Ireland, and after
graduating served with the YMCA in
Northern Ireland organising camps and
activities for unemployed youth.
Following WWII,
Davis took on
the role of
Study Secretary
of the British
SCM, which say
him
travel
extensively to
encourage
study
and
discussion of
scripture.
He
contributed to

In 1986, Davis was appointed Governor of
the state of Victoria, a position he held for
six years. He was admitted to the Order of
Australia and received Doctorates of Divinity
at New College Edinborough and Melbourne
College of Divinity, Honorary Doctorates of
Laws from Melbourne, Monash and Queens
University, Belfast, and an Honorary
Doctorate of Letters from La Trobe
University.
Following his time as Governor, Davis
concentrated on reading, writing and
preaching, while remaining involved in
public life as a patron or fellow of several
organisations. He is author of a
number of books relating to his
long-term areas of interest,
interpreting scripture for life in the
public world, and fostering the
ecumenical movement.
Davis is survived by his wife Jean,
five children, eleven grandchildren
and three great grand children.
(Based on the obituary prepared
for Davis McCoughney’s memorial
service)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Birth
By her arrival, I’m dragged from
humanism
Back to an awesome, omnipotent, and
interventionist God.
Only a God could pull such a jewel
from my gut.
A powerful God, but not a smart one.
How rash to give this Precious One to
me.
I think of a God sending Her own child
to slaughter,
and I am not comforted.
But for now here she is, lying in my lap,
beautiful beyond words.
Dazzling, brilliant and fragile, each
tiny crease a wonder.
I have never known such joy. I am
blessed.

Some people have been kind enough to enquire how
things are going with us and our baby, so greetings from
the Land of Parenthood. I’m writing with one ear cocked
for the sound of wake-up wailing, so pardon my brevity.
Let me tell you about my life now. I live is a small house, a
genuine ‘renovator’s delight’. I live in tracksuit pants, and
most of them are stained. There are drying nappies strung
about the lounge room. I go out at least once on most
days, to the shops or for appointments. I have morphed
into a more organised person. I start to think about what’s
for dinner at about 10am, because if it’s not cooked
before bath-time at 6pm, we all have a crabby evening.
There are only certain pockets in the day when I can cook.
There are only certain pockets in the day when I can do
anything. It’s hard to read a novel now. By the time I
remember where I am and who’s who, I have to put it down
again. We don’t go out at night anymore. I haven’t been to
the movies since our daughter was born 9 months ago.
Not many of the clothes I use to wear out fit me now
anyway. I keep meaning to get back into belly dancing, but
I never seem to get around to it.
In brief, autonomy is largely a thing of the past. We have a
lot less money now. My ‘career’ is on hold. I spend most of
my time at home with our daughter. And I have never been
so happy in my life.

Breastfeeding
Every 3 hours or so, depending on her
sleeping,
I preside at Eucharist.
She joins with me
And body and blood are
transmogrified to something purer.
My milk alone sustains her, and she
grows before my eyes.
These islands of quiet are eminently
sacred.
This encounter is the template for what
we seek from God
when we know ourselves to be
powerless and small.
Why did He say ‘This is my Body, take
now and eat’?
To teach us about God, by speaking of
this universal daily office of mothers.
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I am astounded by how happy I am, and how much joy she
brings me. I can’t tell you what she’s like. Words fail me.
But of all the insufficient words, the ones at the top of the
list are clever, strong, beautiful, funny, chubby,
affectionate, and remarkable.
Xanthe Heather Lamont will be 9 months old on 2 June. I
am a better person for having her in my life. I am very
grateful for all the factors in my life which have made
parenting so enjoyable and easy for us: clean water, a roof
over our head, good social support and family support, an
excellent mother’s group, and all the other contextual
factors like legal rights for women and children and a
functioning health system. My experience as a parent is
very different from that of many other people in the AsiaPacific region.
There’s that wake-up wail. Gotta go.

Peace ~ Sophia

Sophia Wooldridge lives in Newcastle, NSW, with her
husband Matt and their daughter Xanthe.
The Editor would love to hear from you! Please address
letters to jg.at.ascm.org.au or The JG Editor, 128 Westminster
Street, East Vic Park WA 6101. Letters are printed at the
editor’s discretion and may be edited for length or clarity.
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FROM THE EDITOR
A while ago I stopped saying the Creed during
worship, although my Lutheran tradition is one
that includes a public declaration of either the
Nicene or Apostles Creed as part of the liturgy.
Something about it wasn’t sitting right. It
wasn’t really that I didn’t believe what it said.
Partly it was that it all came so fast: huge
statements piled up on top of each other one
after another without time to breathe them in.
I felt like I needed several days to say ‘I
believe in God, the Father Almighty’ but by the
time it even began to register the rest of the
congregation was on through to believing in
eternal life amen. Partly I struggled with the
appallingly limiting masculine language trying
to describe a God much bigger than gender.
Mostly, though, these ancient creeds, however
true, were not touching the core of what I
really believe in.
Which led me to a question I thought I knew
the answer to, and am discovering more and
more that I don’t: What do I believe? I used to
think I knew which things were core,
unmoveable foundations of my belief system,
but the more I live it out the less I can count
as absolute. For example, I used to identify
within my core beliefs ‘God knows what God is
doing’. Increasingly, I think God is surprised by
how things evolve, moved by both joy and grief
at what our living brings about. God watches
in eager anticipation as my life unfolds,
waiting to see what I make of it. God gave me
this life, but didn’t know what that would
mean, as I am shaping what it means. I used
to believe God was all-powerful; I am
increasingly aware of ways that God is
vulnerable, especially as God takes the
tremendous risk of incarnating in each of us.
I can’t put a creed around what exactly I
believe, and I’m not sure that matters. Belief,
to me, is a process, not a place. The ancient
creeds tried to make belief into something
fixed. Without the context of the issues they

were written as responses to, the truths these
creeds anchored into seem to have shifted
with a few hundred years of tidal movements
and the words don’t quite mean what they
used to.
I’m avoiding the question, though, because
there ARE things that I believe, and I discover
them most of all when they are challenged by
other opinions or traditions. I believe that God
is good, and when the tsunami hit and a cry
went up that God was being careless,
vindictive, or punitive, I knew I didn’t believe in
a God like that. I believe that God is on about
more than just personal development: God is
working towards a better world (for everyone!).
I am called to be part of that, if only by
keeping the dream of it alive. I know I believe
this because all my hackles go up when I
encounter Christians who see justice as a
hobby, special interest or ‘gift’ that’s not their
concern. I believe that I know God through the
story of Christ. What that story means, and
who exactly Christ is, continues evolving, but I
know Christ is central for me because
understandings that appear to me to place
Christ, and especially the Cross, as incidental
to the whole Christian faith story have me
choking an urge to ‘correct’ someone.
I write my ‘I believe’ statements with some
trepidation. Will you read them back to me in
a year and find that I don’t believe them
anymore, or at least not in the way that I
meant them today? I fear it, but I also hope
for it. Maybe not within a year, but if I get to
ninety and the previous paragraph is still
exactly what I believe, I will be living my own
ancient, out-of-context creed. I believe God is
not static. If I am trying to follow Christ, I will
grow and change, and the precise shape of
my belief must consequently also be on the
move.
Clare Schulz

Jubilee Grapevine
In the year of Jubilee, the grapevines will grow wild and the land will rest and rejuvenate. The
slaves will be freed, the poor will be returned to their land, and everyone will have enough.
Jesus announced himself send to proclaim good news to the afflicted, sight for the blind,
freedom for captives and a year of favour – a Jubilee – from the Lord, and declared: I am the
vine; you are the branches.
(Leviticus 25, Luke 4:16-30, John 15:1-17)
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The next edition of Jubilee Grapevine will explore the theme ‘Listen… What do you hear?’ We would love to
include your thoughts, articles, poetry, artwork, photography, or random ramblings around this topic. To get you reflecting:


Who are the people you listen to? Which voices do you refuse to hear? On both counts: why?



What does it mean to listen to ‘the voice of the poor’? How do we do it and how does it impact us?



In a world inundated with sound, where do we find silence? And when (if?) we find it, how do we cope with it? Can we
listen to silence? How is finding silence difference to choosing deafness?



What sources of information and/or inspiration do you listen to? (Send us a review of your favourite periodical!)



How do we make our voices heard by those with power? Does shouting louder help?



Are we ‘those who have ears’ of whom Jesus said ‘let them hear’? How do we cultivate these sorts of ears?



Does God always listen to us? If God listens and does nothing, has God heard? If we listen and don’t act, do we hear?



How do we learn to listen to each other, even in conflict? How open is ASCM to hearing voices of criticism or dissent?



What has been your experience of not being listened to, or heard? How did (do) you respond?



Where, or how (or why?) does God speak? How can we listen for the voice of God?



Is it possible to listen to the earth? If so, how? What might the earth be saying to those willing to listen?



What is the value of silent meditation as a prayer form?



How well do you listen to yourself? Do you trust what your ‘self’ tells you? How do others hear you? In what ways is
this different to how you hear yourself?



Is anyone willing to share experiences of deafness or hearing loss? How does this impact your understanding of God?
All submissions need to be received by Friday
Friday 19 August 2005.
2005 Please let Clare know prior to this if you intend to
contribute. Submissions not related to the theme will also be considered for inclusion.

We should listen with the ears of God that we may speak the Word of God.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer

ASCM CONTACTS

National Coordinator
Tasmania
Rachel Anderson
Bronwyn Hatwell
Jubilee Grapevine
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The ASCM does not currently have active branches in South Australia or the Northern
Territory. Please contact the National Coordinator if you are in these regions and have an
interest in becoming involved with ASCM.
Let justice grow wild & provide for all peoples freedom from oppression, for the sake of Christ the Vine.
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